Multimedia Video Walls
Take Your Event A Step Beyond

Your message will be unforgettable and unmistakable when presented on Multimedia Video Walls at
the Marriott Marquis and Marina. There are two walls centrally located in the foyer of the Grand Ballroom.
Each wall is comprised of sixteen 48”x27” seamless bezel monitors. This creates a striking total display
surface of 16’x9’ per wall.

■

Each wall can be mirrored or run independently with different content.

■

Content sources include pre-recorded videos, still pictures, webpages, or live video feeds.

■

Multiple sources can be played simultaneously within a wall to create a dynamic media center.

■

Typically the best format for video content is 1920x1080p @60hz in an mp4 or mov codec.

Inspire engagement by incorporating social media into your event. PSAV provides a robust tool to capture,
display and filter content from a variety of social media channels. This service integrates seamlessly with
our Multimedia Video Walls. Social media feeds can be combined with other content to create a compelling
information space. PSAV can also provide custom content and graphic design creation services that
ensures seamless quality and compatibility.
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®

Customize. Collaborate. Communicate.
Fullscreen imagery is great for making an impact with a video or logo slide but many other configurations
are possible. We will work with you to create the look that best fits your message and needs. Below
are the other 4 most effective layouts for displaying content on the media walls using multiple sources.

■

Quadrant. Effective with multiple video streams or slideshows.
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■

Large Column. Perfect for displaying a social media feed(1), video(2), and sponsor
slides(3) simultaneously.
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■

Split Screen. Usefull for social media feeds(1) and vertical content like posters or book covers(2).
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■

Large Row. For working with custom extra wide sized video or logo banners(1) as well as
standard sized content(2,3).
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